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SECTION I
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING

THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
The Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to determine and analyze
attitude the

operators in Miami Beach toward

the use of credit cards at their establishment.
The

1

1.

The first

first determine attitude
of restaurant operators toward
t
use of

it

cards at their establishment.
The second subproblem

second 2.The
jLbproblem.
to

operators analyze attitudes

i

credit

Hypotheses
cards at their establishment.
The

The first hypothesis
do't li
especially

credit cards at their establishments,

travel and entertainment credit cards.
hypothesis he second

like the use of credit
negative

business

i that

restaurant operators
cards
profits,

The Delimitations
This study will be limited to freestanding restaurants
in the city of Miami

which Beach

more,

The study
i

include
their Bank
and Entertainment

credit cards at
The study if

Blanche.

Diner's

credit
Club, and Carte Blanche,
The

s

Master

Credit

American
figures and name are taken from
it in order to bill the
authorizing
customer

Express,
When a
purchase

i

Credit

i

Definition

Bank
Different financial institutions
(Banks, Savings and
credit
VISA etcj are franchisees
Loan Companies, Real Estate Companies,
and Master
Card,
companies. of
the two card financial
collect cards, companies.
Entertainment

Travel and Credit carrying
the name American Express,
Diner's Club and Carte

In the past they were used mostly in travel and
entertainment facilities.
their distinguish
remains today primarily
particular

to isued One gDMpftn2
CreCA
ccw
i

products or services
of this company,
i

Industry

Indust=.

In this study the Hospitality

i

Assum-Ptions
first The

t

first

operators attitudes toward the use of credit cards at their
establishment will be determined by the amount of credit
card charges and their ratio to total sales.
The

csecond

assuation.

The second assumption is the
credit
time for

restaurant
operators

establish.

credit
ment,
The Importance of the Study
The restaurant business

ability

i

to attract customers and thereby finance its continuous
credit card, which plays an important role

i
.

to col
ta
c
ia
m
c
ir
o

e" ra

i

financial
management of the modern man, has influenced the
since

estaurant

business

payment

hospitality

On one hand, the ability

in the idustry.

accustomed

attracts people
who are so using
ight seldom carry
cash, These pe
i
they were not allowed the option of paying with a credit card
at a particular establishment,

and would more than likely

as oneat
is as long
dine
to
companies
card
choose
payback
the
hand,
period
payment.On the other

accepted
which has
this
two weeks and
toarestaurant

serious negative effects on a businesses
lessening may result i a

t

establishments purchasing

o
thisf

power and/or

and operational
physical improvements

ability

i

in the short run,
magnitude The

it

business
vidual restaurant

t

indicarefully weigh the advantages

deciding
and disadvantages when credit
cards'. and which ones, at his place of',business,

For

this reason this
research may be
of particular
interest most beneficial
him. The sus
i
owners
established
credit favor or opposed t if they are opposed,
Therefore, why? reading this research may assist a new
making operator
in decision
By shedding some light
i

credit

use,

regarding

credit is soon-to-be
restaurant.
problematic
associated

results the of the survey

i

indicate

that some solutions or alternatives to the present system
may surface,
i

of importance
companies

industry collective

the credit card system as it now exists,
individual

as a unit

may influence
oal
et
ma
twt
w

i

Of course, the
initiative to
constantly inform
lam
pertinent which are

business. somewhat

of restaurants may be attributed
to the fact that

many owners and managers

R

n

their homework" and

i

crisis.
attention to a situation only after it has become a near Problems
i will not be td

of any restaurant,, but they

i

picture, particularly the cash flow and profit,

Since

i

interest
the case,

safeguarding

this research

should

be of being
sees t
i
oi
tt
b
av
a
ak
am
o

SECTION II
THE RELATED LITERATURE

THE REVIEW
OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
Credit
The word credit is derived from the Latin
WMeanLW.0
believe.
word credere

- to
believability,
Credit

is credibility.

Credit makes

a promise to apy
and
the merchant believes the
promi

Knight and Crowell in their Dun and Bradstreet HandCollection define credit asThe power

promise consideration
in the form of
goods, services, cash or
another economic
acquisition
cash OE
another economic
the

Roods,

i

:

coining

Credit
prehistoric

present

times, common measure
of

1J. Seder.

credit
exchange, value
or of amedium of

Credit and Collection, p. 11.

Crowell. The Dun and Bradstreet Handbook
of Credit and Collection, p. 1.
i

6

plus interest.3
7

existed. probably might have started with the loan of
arriculture products (significant to these times) such as
seeds or animals, which were returned in the form of harvest,

The oldest credit structure preceding coining
At this

according to 3000 B.C,, sumerian documents.
credit

the use of
grain

The recorded legal
tions

i

istory loans
civilizaof metal by
weight.4

with the formulation
of laws governing
The Hammurabi Code of Law 1800 B
is
Ce
Ancient Babylonia.

primarily

It deals

relationship
with

the regulation

of the
Great nations like Greece and debtor
Rome,
began their
creditor.
legal history with a body of

l

laws came about because of

crisis

regulating

i

These

existing society,

t

characterized

The
iv

debt,
which

t

P. 17.

_E21ftso p, 18*
Babylonians
poverty.
deposits,

51bid.p P. 5.
the

basis
of

mortgages,
the knownadvance
formal Sidney,
code of ilaw for

Instruments,
Babylonia, approximately
Roman's
exchange were Theintroduced.

B, C,,

credit
unsophisticated

i

bills of

empire. throughout the During

i

reached high levels of development and sophistication.
The collapse of the Roman Empire signaled the coming
of the Middle Ages,
basis

letters

Credit

major was still aities between

credit,
credit

that grew

all in Christendom and wc
ot

The expanded

use of facilitated

c

i

the redevelopment

of production

world
Once the
new discovered

experienced
Even though Europe's
even greater
money supply increased
growth.
import
of newly discovered precious meta
colonies
European
their
promissory Bills of Exchangewhich
and notes, were
continued
often endorsed, not only traveled between England and the
financed
longer. colonies, but from one colony to another to finance trade.
The borrowing terms were usually twelve months or.
By the

'

eight to four to

introduced

goods were

_

trading picture.

through

-.

Promissory
Merchants began to offer cash

'

counts of 5-30 percent.
The Civil War caused significant United States.
in the
practices
The growth of commercial
banking

merchants

use
of
credit,

cash discounts became a popular way to induce quick collecbut
now
money
The fast paced transaction of this period contributed
was
Credit
untrustworthy

and
shorter terms
transportation communication

thirty
wanted
fast

shorter the term arrangement
of credit, which
redit. During i period s
substantially

predominant form of
trade discounts were

payment,
Terms

also Century, By the
second

fell
tr

halfot2w
hb

a society in

is a basic and
beginning
with the
vital
element
Credit existence, everywhere
credit given by the telephone, gas, and electric companies to
their customers.

Credit Bureaus have been created to check

6Knight and Crowell, The Dun and Bradstreet FFan1book
of Credit and Collection, pp.

i

to the development of openbatptCf

can society in the year 2000,
10

credibility
which The check book, represents

amount

a person is supposed to have in the bank, became the basic
and most important way to pay for goods or services.
Problems which
have arisen

i

practice credit (forging,
unreliable source of money, excessi

have opened
the door
for the credit
step closer to the
cashless society,
Credit Cards
The word

was first

applied by Mr. Edv,

Bellamy, a lawyer and journalist in 1887, in his best
seller

'

,

i

which
In his book, Mr. Bellamy describes the cashless
society of
the year
20001, in
in 1887 is awakened
in asociety
existence.7
factors for
major
one of the
Today both critics
supporters

is definitely a

i

times,

contributing agree
it is amajor
factor society
of the future
A
siw
tcc

HistorZ
The use of credit cards in the United States dates
Hendrickson,
7Robert

The Cashless Society,

back to the first

World War,

Crecit cards were issued then

by a small number of hotels, oil companies, and department

The cards had several purposes--to identify a customer
with a charge account, to keep a record of customer purchases, and to attract customers to the store by giving them
a feeling of identification,
The growth of credit cards was halted by the Depression.
During the second World War most firms did not use their
credit
credit
cards
because
popularity
of
the
war
time
Credit
cards
grew
to
their
present
i

because of one man--Frank X, McNamara,

rn

Mr. McNamara

was an ingenious entrepreneur who decided that credit cards
would be more useful if they could be used at more than one
place,

His initial

interest was in those persons who ate at

many restaurants and would find value in a card that would
be honored at many of these establishments,
Out of his plan grew the Diner's Club credit card
he and for a short while
partners
operation, whichowned
Diner's
untillosses brought on his retirement.
The original

I

The credit
card company
would bill card holders once
a month and pay the charges
to the restaurants less a
discount for the collection

8Lewis Mandell, Cre&it Card Use in the United States,
0

stores,

1

The cardholder
service,
in turn presumably generates enough business 0
justify the discount.
Diner's Club, the first of the so called travel and
joined

The travel and entertainment
United towards the reasonable, well heeled businessman on the move.
They stressed restaurants, hotels, and travel coverage in
the

Their profits fee
paid by the cardholder and a discount
rate paid bt
merchant for every credit card payment in
importance The

i

idea was that for

places
charge in different
could
person
a
time
kinds the first

for
different

The next and
maybe the most
ield. existence and development
of credit cards was the entrance
of banks to the
creditcard Franklin
was of New York, which
developed its
credit
card
services

plan
in

1951.
At the beginning the bank cards in iportant
contrast to the
By
1955
travel and
cards, which
nationally,
card,
area,
were limitedmeaning
he were
tolaunched
abank's geographic
the state
number
their
operating
., P. 3.
entertainment
entertainment cards, was later and Carte Blanche.than one hundred.

October 1971, P.109.

13

or city in which the bank was located.10

a

The second stage in the growth of bank cards came
in 1958-59, when a number of the
larger banks including Bank
introcustomer
Trust
new
a
as
time
Midland
and
this
Chase Manhatten,,
Marine
charge
of America,
and
viewed during
duced The card was
service rather than a revolutionary change in payment method, 11
card

plans,

In the beginning the bank card plans, in contrast to
the travel and entertainment cards, W

not charge fees from

derived
card holders and the bank card companies income was iscount
from the credit card holders,

The banks treated the ensure revolving bank credit, which

i

short term
fact,a while

loan at high interest rates, 18-20 percent a year.
Banks,

trying

customers, were r

i

unsolicited credit cards to those meeting such minimal credit
being

tandards as
listed any kind
of account in
these banks,
The solicitation
add new merchants
to their

i

number of potential card holding customers,

t

The Credit

Coml
Cards,

The Economic
IlThomas Russell,
PO 4*

14

The uncontrolled solicitation

local card operations,

bills. of
unreliable customers
to pay teir important
in some bao
lma
et
Another especially bank
card operations, in the East Coast,
was the
banking.

absence by law of
branch the geographic
area

over which the card
could be used
By 1965 some big banks like Chase Manhatten were. out
of the card game,

li

i

,

America In 1966 Bank of
its branches all over

decided to launch its Bankamericard Service

Corporation

This still

license

i

scheme to other banks, which

system.
to join the
fee
a
paid
America obtaining entire
operation, while

(.

which
banks who
Coast
with
system.
East
the
revenues
in the
had
these
now they
especially
share
joined
to ever,
banks,
big
had
Other
America,

Such advantages of joining one of

did

not
like
risks by the
less
merchants,
of
base
larger
a
zations--as
the
single
enjoying
realized
bank
were
very quickly by
most local banks
in the Unitedtight
controls

States,
Many banks quit their own card programs and joined

of

Bank

onricutM

15

one of the two large organizations.
In 1977 Bankamericard

credit
gave the name
VISA to its establish
aard and tried to c

Hock, or as DeW. president VISA claimed, "To offer a name
that has world

identity and is free of adverse regional

i

and political implications.

11

afterwards Immediately Master Charge changed its
name to Master Card in order to get away from the charge
symbol and These
meaning.
two large

companies

also established
them-

international companies.

selves

claims VISA

between

million

holders around
while illion with
close to 70 holders,
One of the major
problems companies
accepting these cards from
their
origins until today

i

companies The card battle

with weekly

specify bulletins that cards, and require the merchant
not to accept them,

Another precautionary measure is the

authorization telephone of the credit card.
The latest and newest idea which is still

i

beginning
device, which when read by aspecial can help insure the
merchant and the bank against fraud.

World

Its development started

12 "Credit Card War Moves irito High Gear," U.S,.
Report
, March
a,
1973,
p. 7

News &

16
cost,
In Europe but

of

i

its

high
in the United States because

Card companies

bigger
uses his credit card to make a purchase, ofthe
sale) terminals
card's magnetic
in some
of the
strip will be readby the POS terminal, which i
The POS
system
works
identification
immediately transmit
one of the participating banks.
The computer i
communicate will than
'
computers, which

i

in good standing,

1

and transmit

i

account is good the bank

i

outstanding

the
customer's
problems
One of the main which
faced companies
This
resistence of major
retail stores like
system
i
Sears and J.C. Penney to honor their cards,
Recently

major

credit cards as something other than competitors with their
own credit system,
They have been trying the bank cards for the last
year and J.C. Penney has already agreed to accept it in

"VISA 13Bob Johnson,
Installing Fraud," September

P.19.

1,

l

17

1

their

point It seems that pretty soon the credit card is going to
The credit card is seen

be acceptable almost everywhere,
by
(electronic),
many experts
orasas a the
mover
American
from

Association has
claimed,

"The bank credit card will one day lead to the checkless
1society.1115

cashless

Credit cards are making the way for widespread point
of

minimize

sales.
They
allow
the
bank
and

Bank Cards

the

Bank cards today
VISA

Master Card,

r

i

merchant
major companies-to characteristic
franchises all over the United the
paper

t

Master Card belongs

t

Interbank, a non-profit

organization whose 9700 bank members in the UnitedStates
share operating

t

work and
dela
as
c
tp

and revenues.

VISA is a for profit group owned by some

,

share issuing banks. The banks in proportion tothe
value of their card sales.
Both groups derive their funds from schedules of
membership fees, dues, and assessments and operate their own
, 1r

"
Saying & Loan News, August 1979, p. 96.
11511ABA
Management Services,

e sQ
March-April

,

p. 6.

"

communication network for authorizing credit purchases at
the point of sale.1 6

Due to the vast area of operation and

the different banks involved, VISA and Master Card are seen
as an umbrella organization which includes card issuers,
agent banks , and merchant banks,

A card issuer is a financial institution that approves
a customer's application, issues the credit card, and funds
the customer's loan balance.
An agent bank is a financial institution that solicits
its customers to apply for credit cards;

actually issued by

a card issuer for which the institution is an agent.
The agent bank compensation ranges from a finder's
fee to participation in the funding and the profit or losses
on the actual account.
A merchant bank is a financial institution which
signs up merchants to accept the card.

It accepts the mer-

chant's credit card sales charges and clears them through
the bank card system.
When a customer is making a purchase the merchant

calls the authorization center which has the record of the
cad holder's accounts and the issuer's bank,
When the purchase is being authorized the merchant
sends the credit slips to its merchant, bank and promptly gets
back the sales, less the discount rate,

The merchant bank in

turn seeks payment from the issuer bank where the customer
l6 .Clash of the Credit Cards," Dun's Review, June 1978,

P. 95,

less a
money
19

a
i
ct
pub
wf
get fifties long whi
has his account, and usually i will
At the
the
beginning,
much
of
issuer bank.17
interchange fee which has been deducted by the
on how
a period
over
limits
set
spend
start
could
the
holders
from
card
cards
time.
Bank
individual
the

effort to increase the base of their card members.
applications
who had any

_

In the

to anyone

i

By 1980 under President Carter's credit control
policies,
18
or other charges for the cards,

annual
levying
to credit fees
were encouraged
start banks

Bank

15-25 dollars

depending
issued.

19

Banks

encouraging their
customers ills of
their once amonth, but to
extend payment oa
longer period of i
profit
the accrued
interest.
credit

card

r

i

interest is a primary

income in the

scheme

17Walter Kiechel, III, "Explosion in the Bank Card
Cafeteria," Fortune, September 8, 1980, p. 77*
Z, p. 21.
Stickler, "Banks Wrapping their Custorim-.1
in Colored Plastic," Miaml Herald, September a 1983, p. 24.

1rac

One gRMpany Card
20

Both bank cards offer their card holders guaranteed
reservations
cards have begun to
few business
the lastbank
years Inthe

hotel
approach the upscale

travel them in the past,
and was aobt
ra
entertainment cards .

Both companies
. VISA and Master
Card, have hi the
potential in the upscale market
ahia
p
card
privileges

card's features

area. minimum spending
dollars, cash advances,
and check c
ap
banks and certain hotels and airlines, as well as travel
supplemental
20
dollars and dollars.
$150,000
least
$250,000
at
of
insurance insurance
travel

The one company credit card was the only card at the
scene

i

beginning of the century.

They were issued in

given
and hotels,

given

World War,
when they
were identification,
eei article,

The oil companies
and department stores use

his "The
Credit Card
P

,

..

20,,Ma,- ''er Card and VISA
Air Their Differences
Friendly Fashion." ABA Banking, ,N
,P
1
very small numbers and. were stores, oil companies, department Their

21
to solidify
dsigned
cards
pally
princicredit
sales.
customers loyalty and
increase
Today the
fields
two largest

credit isued
are companies
stores. In fact,
i1Sa
JPh
cm
members than all the bank and travel and entertainment
companies card periods
Some of the one company credit
cards have grace
in which several weeks free credit are given to
credit users who
pay their When the
chage.

t

not paid on time, the
customer must pay a

companies

department

banks which tried to enter the department store

encountered scene
Sears.

i

five years there
has been strong
battles

t

between the bank credit
stores,

i

These

i.

cause their customers

difficulties
e

afraid that the bank cards might

identify

their stores and consequently,

reduce their salEt

accept retailers were forced to te fact that the bank cards
accepting
were here

Fortune, October &, 1971, P. 109.
22Lewis Mandell, Credit

to stay
and they
began

end result

in the Uj ® pp. 4-5.
Cards Setting the Scene for Future POS,11

le

s

r

might

reduc
is
c
Z
o
"C
C"

22

gas pump.
companies
cash

offering
credit cards are the oil
The other major one company
by
cash
companies which havepay
recently realized the negative effect of
to

ean
.a
cashf
their
on
sales
credit card

customers
discounts

their

Many of these

turning

over to other companies
collecting

i.

,

i

cost of

credit Some
of the one company
such as the
cards,

allow their card holders to charge purchases in

hotelsor restaurants with their card according to previous
companies,
arrangements by these Entertainment
Travel and

s

There are three major national
credit

American

Carte Blanche,

Diner's

These cards are
called Cards in order to
distinguish them from the Bank Cards,

The name Travel and Entertainment

appropriate was more in the

past than presently.
4

In the past, these cards have been oriented almost
limited exclusively to restaurants, hotels, and transportation
companies.

They have offered a fairly narrow range of sercredit

and offer a variety of services almost everywhere,

and in

every type of
the travel and entertainment business,

23

From the beginning the travel and entertainment credit
cards have approached the higher income persons, particularly
They are popular among this group because of

businessmen.

such features as the unlimited amount of money that can be
spent with the cards, the accidental death and dismemberment insurance coverage on air or sea travel for the card
member or his family, a check cashing guarantee up to $250
dollars at most hotels and motels in the United States
Canadal and up to $50 dollars at participating
and US.

i

The card holder can make a reservation for many
hotels in the United States and have the room guaranteed and
waiting

next day.

The travel and entertainment card companies charge
between annual fees

depending carries
card the customer companies
(gold or reg92

The travel and
entertainment

credit card derived
income is from the discount
rate chat
merchant and the annual fee the card member must pay.
The

i

merchants sales, and his agreement with the card company.
The average discount rate is

-

can go as high as 10 percent of total card sales.
Usually, the travel and entertainment card companies
will refund the credit card charges to the merchant within
25john Seder, Credit and Collection, pp® 53-540

3-7 days from the time of purchase.
An express delivery which means a shorter delivery
time will hike the merchant's discount rate.
The travel and entertainment card companies guarantee
the merchant the amount of the purchases as long as the
merchant has obtained authorization from the company,

if

even

the customer disputes the charges. 2 5
The travel and entertainment card companies require

their card members to pay their debts once a month,

Seldom

do they agree to extended payment plans with added finance

charges,
Some companies like American Express provide the card
holder with a convenient "country club" slip.

This is a

copy of each charge and is remitted along with the total
bill.

This is especially useful to businessmen when account-

in. for taxes,2 6
The three travel and entertainment credit card
companies have about 15 million card members around the world.
American Express is the most active and has close to 12 million
card holders; Diner's Club has 2 million card holders, and
Carte Blanche has 1 million card holders.

AdvantgsadDsdatgsfrteMrhn
The credit card represents both problems and advan2 5 John

Seder, Credit

and Coect,

pp. 53-54,

26 Walter Kiechel III,
"Explosion in the Bank Card
Cafeteria," Fortune. September 8, 1980. p, 78,
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tages to the merchant in regards to the every day operation
of his business.
Advantag es
Merchants in different areas used to extend credit to
some of their customers after verification of their credibility.

The credit card eliminates the time and effort

spent by the merchant to establish the credit approval or each

of his customers.,7
Many customers prefer using a credit card to writing

checks and this may decrease the owners chances of accepting
bad checks.

Also, as a result of the credit card popularity,

many businesses no longer accept checks at all,
The travel and entertainment companies guarantee
checks for their card holders up to

250 dollars,

The merchant is assured that as long as he gets
authorization for the check from the credit card company he

will get his money, even if the check bounces. 2 8
The use of credit cards reduces the amount of cash
which a merchant receives and evidence indicates that the
decreases the temptation to steal and the potential loss
through robbery.

The credit card can attract new customers to a
2 7
John

Seder, Credit Card and Collection, p. 59.

2 8 Thomas

Russel, The Economic of Bank Credit, p. 84.
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business.

Some will come and buy at a

i

i

establishment

because it accepts credit cards and its competitors do not.
Others will make unplanned purchases simply because
of the ease of buying with a credit card.
Many people,

tparticularly

traveling businessmen,

group is to accept credit cards.
Martin

,

Corporation Association

president of National

business not like to carry
caatowt
ct

;Desposition

York, in a somewhat bitter
it cards, said.e

argument against the

Credit cards used to be
a selling gimmick. They
arm of the
finer were aselling
hotels,
i
has
come necessary for every
place to honor
.. o
and so there i
advantage to
selling aing
them, disadvan?9
ge t o not
having them,
researches

which stores

Some bigger are
customers,

and for

i

accept credit
similar stores that
do not.30

pay
companies will
card
entertainment
travel and
the merchant the charge amount, Theeven i
the charges,
o,

o,

o

30,

Po 31.

dispute

They will settle
the business

involving the merchant.
This allows the
mtd

with his
regular
companies

from customers who
refuse to pay,

Disadvantagft.s
The merchant

discount

has to
pay the
card hi
rate 1-9 percent
of each credit
The smaller the
volume of

discount The

his prices

might cause the
merchant to increase

i

merchant If the decides

The discount rate

prices

i

hiprofit s

i

including sales per check,

i

a high volume of credit card sales might find himself paying
discount

his employees tips and for the state taxes,

The merchant

mismrequired

by the card companies to

check clients signatures and get their authorization for the
sale,*if the
merchant is
negligent

getting either
and obtains signature
above a customer limit he must carry the loss,
i

Department stores, unless they are very careful, tend
to lose track of their regular customers and lose the
opportunity
to send

them

promotional

ments of sales.

sth
t

The bank card companies reimburse the merchant for
his charge sales the day after they are deposited in the bank.
The travel and entertainment card companies will
yOL

charges were incurred.
This can effect the cash flow of individual
especially

1

b

businesses,

the volume

credit
of travel
and

cash to pay for his every day

entertainment

se

The expenses of the printing machine,

mpg

card is
high, and
supply,
the merchant
i

expenses
to the total merchants
added
be
to
postage have
doing and
business
credit
r

Cash Discount
As soon as merchants had realized the extra expenses
and burden,

businessethe question

of discounts for cash arose.

ChargingTime Magazine claims:

Credit
transactions money which
they recover
by charring higher prices
for the goods they sell.
These prices are paid
not nnly by charge customers who keep the
benefits of credit
their but also

by cash customers
who don't. As a result,
those who pay cash are
subsidizing
carrying counterparts,
LAn S(,,der, Credit
Card and Collectiont

pp. 60-63.

logical it seems perfectly and fair that
cash customers will
be given discounts on
the goods they buy.32
Credit
their

contract
i

giving

to cash paying customers.

The Congress which
prohibited

disclosed provided

cash credit

surcharge

of up to five percent for c
pc

they were imited would not
be considered afinance charge

thus open the door
for a Although permitted
paying

practice tat discounts

for the merchant, an

give discounts
to

on With few exceptions
discounts

never really got off the ground.
senior Richard Peterson, Claims:

University

Credit Research
The Center
law itself
is the
blame.
By allowing
prohibiting
Congress attractive
chants of the more credit
surcharge
on deprived
options ...
opposed it becausecash,
theyconsumer groups
the
didn't believe markets
argument
would compete by charging
goes,
lower prices
for Vh-a'tever Happened
to Discounts for " Chanzinsr
Times,

May 1980,

P,

570
!y

P. 57.

30

and.
card byindustry
the credit
which
did believe it and
didn't want customers
to associate high
cost i
The merchants view the discount for cash with a
careful eye.
The discount
might for cash pricing
structure and end up costing
him money.
Proponents of cash discounts
discount will be equal to the service fee the merchant would
credit
otherwise
pay the

bank
for a being
sold include the exact discount rate
However,
doesn't
charged by the card
necily
companies. Businesses
considered cost of credit
of tho
of the profit margin.
of each

i

merchant If the ill give the customer a lower percentage
cheated.

And,

i

the cash discount will be exactly as the

discount rate, the merchant may find himself losing money.
Merchants

also fear
that cash
while credit customers will
customers
i
continue
cash and get the
business
plastic.
the
to
prefer
continue
cash discount,
profits.35
fewer
but
would then have the same credit costs
potential Another deterrent
341bid.t P* 58*
g

discount is that

31

especially merchants,

i

mall towns,
continue
may want to credit
giving banks as much buiness finot

and moral obligations to help'the banks
that have helped them

financing,

i

Supporters of cash discounts
credit

reated by the
Director

Consumer Affairs Subcommittee sayse.
Asking We are
not to do customers
any favors, We
asking are to use cash
discounts as a marketing tool to
bring
people into their
might stores. You ose a few
pennies
sale, but i
customer hadn't come in,, in the
first
t whole sale.36
merchants The
count they offer

against it,
that

i

much incentive

advantage

it

that the cash dis-

is

doesn't
it,

customers

Robert Gibson,

President of the National Foundation for Consumer Credit,
reluctant

People are hassle;

t void
personal that's why
you would expect
the i
attractive,
used.37
under
but
individual
cash to be very

confrontation

A National Restaurant Association executive said that
restaurant,
the
discount
rate
371bid.t Pe would
58*
be
determined by the
o
590
o

32
auto-

He said, however, that credit

in
Until parable
iscount
reflected
are cannot
part of the
menu prices only to the extent they represent
cards
customers
Therefore,
business.
of doing
matically
cost

sa
a
aob
c
percen
to the

today,
major only
one cash discounts

on alarge scale.
The i
cash discounts to minimize the high cost of credit card use,
caused
by

some

the

difficulties
for cash paying customers has caused
The cash companies
in their sales volume.
experienceof growth
collecting
Kelly, Allen and

outlet an Exxon in Bryn discount
Mawr, Pennsylvania,
ceivables.

Volume has
risen percent since
started
customers
charging
39
less
cents agallon
than credit ourcard
customers,
claim
Other dis ssi._-":,ad to so many

brands

gasoline

of

it

no

longer

gives

any

one

an

edge

and

profits,
40
necessitated
dealer's
users,
bookkeeping
reduces
card
now
the extra
detest
credit
two
dealers
the Many price
regular
by

Ruling," Adver-

sa

t.isinol

,

,

p. 2.

1974,
,"r

Journal, Wall Street Sept - 30 t 1982,

m
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It seems that the cash discounts in the gas stations
are not very profitable because most companies are using them
as a must to be competitive

the market.

i

discount The
only cash the potential

to expand nationwide
is Saving plus, which

has started in Sikeston, Missouri,
franchises Saving plus

established

i

North Dakota, Iowa, New Mexico, Louisiana and Arkansast among
other states.
The program includes thousands of parl'.-licipating
merchants
customer opens a

savings

with the sponsoring bank in

deposit is required).
minimum
(A
area.
is
given
list
of participating
When a customer makes a
these

s

price.

The customer is

purchase

of
of the

customer's
is deducted by
the merchant and
deposited into
the svings account, by the tenth
of the foT
customer
i
entitled
discounts
averaging
Saving the saving
given
plus merchants.
iscount
succeeding
1han other
cash ties
with financial
institutions,
in pu
r
plus
tp
ta
improve their
no
that will give merchants a competitive edge,
S
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movement.
41
build cash flow and customers loyalty.
The Hos

i

tality Industry and the Credit
card
hospitality
The

Card

defined redit the hotel
and restaurant
holders. business has been highly
influen

and effected by the credit card phenomena,

card
the

Hotels

by

and

business

since

Credit cards

and hotels

Hotel credit
introduced Their

and were given to reputable
and frequent customers.

movement,
a masscircles,
certain
in
become
has never
for card
only
credit
used
advertisements
now hotel
and is The
particularly
businessmen,

geared
The mhl:-ajor credit card comrpenies have changed the way
hotels do business, toward
A research study by the credit card
appeared in

i

which

i

habc
b
wtf
oc
cc
c

indicated

®co..i'.-1Aes

which
.

"Whatever Happened to Discounts for Cash?", 2hLn in
Times, may 1980, P. 59.
Those credit cards difficulties scarce,, due to introduction the credit cards,
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travelers acceptance of

specific

to stay,
factor in deciding where
important
an
is
important

such

It became

as
issue

guides
Association
Red Book
and other
travel
bad checks a day is the fizure published by the Federal
Reserve
personnel
Board)
any checks,
many
American Express, in a survey of
learned that the no check policy

i

i

to get cash in
inability
The
them.
of major concern to
strange was
city
has worried American
Express has agreed to back
up card mbers checks

properties,

cd
it
l
oa
Tu
ao
l
c
l
B
ot
ln
ob
c
(

being

companies
and entertainment
card for
their premium
In the past, guests have felt that the hotels
cardwant
holders.
43
their money but are not ready to supply them with the needed
service of check cashing,
42,,Credit Card Changing the Way You Do Business,"
Lodging and Hos,,R11alityl, July 1977, p. 42.
f

p* 43*

in order to protect operators from service their their T,;

The check guarantee has resulted in diminishing this
attitude toward the hotel .
Two of the most important problems faced by the lodging
industry are no shows and over booking,
The credit card companies have
+

o.

orae

i
upup with a plan
back
and

guarantee
which guarantees reservations.
making
which
program.
problem
decades.
last
two
for
the
the
industry
a
has plagued
different
answer
an
partially
slightly
to
a appears
offers
This plan
company
basically,
card individual
Each
But
card number to the hotel,
The hotel, for i part, promises

that

should

a

traveler arrive with a credit card guaranteed reservation,
and the hotel has no room to offer him, the hotel must find
him an alternate room elsewhere at the guaranteed price;in
addition they must provide him transportation
location

advise

home or office of the change

i

accommodation.

fails to arrive
token,
traveler
same
the
the
By
if
and has not properly cancelled
is
reservstion, the credit
card company

of one night's lodging to

i

the hotel operation,

Some hotels may

companies
The card traveler eventually
settles

i

with them or not,

i

their reservation by 6 p.m., the day of the reservation, in

37

order to avoid being

i

William Fowler, Vice President of Reservations for
Holiday Inn, claims that today about 80 percent of the no
shows pay with no questions asked, comparedtD the one percent
collection rate for no shows with guaranteed reservations,
before the credit card guaranteed reservation system was
instituted,

Mr,

Fowler states that.*
The Guaranteed Reservation
Program i
receive that we
claims complaint of every
10,000

American Express

as

saved a
hotels,
lot of money
for the becoming
dollars
shows,
46were
protected
The Guaranteed

In 1980 '..".24 million

i

from

important that Larry Walker, Director of Room Operations for
the Sheraton

tCorporation,

years the only way anyone

predicts that within the next two
i

reservation

441bid,, p. 44.

14511

!
Dec. ! 1979, p. 2.
booking,"
i
46"Amex Launches Largest Media Campaign on Behalf of
Hote /Motel Insider
May
1980tp,39
Lodging
47oComing--A Sure Way to Eliminate No Shows and Overdeposit* credit The interventaegh
!

EE

i

"

o
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customers.
In contrast to the past when the responsibility was
placed only on hotels, today the responsibility falls upon
both the hotel and the guests to solve the problem of no
payinR
shows,
Another advantage of the credit card guaranteed
cash
reservations is that the.guests who make use of the service
prior
are registered
going

other
able to
check out
without

credit no

that

need to

sign the

eliminates

is

customers, 48
Research has discovered that credit card holders, and
especially the travel and

i

frequently and repeatedly use hotels, are bigger spenders
p

As Marvin Price, Diner's Club Senior Vice President
of Sales said.-

profit

innkeeper
expect to make more
typical travel and

entertainment
holder, They will take
a better r
! a larger
suite; he will spend
while staying the hotel and his very 49
seldom listed as a no show,
"

!"
i

49"Diner's Club Moves to Increase Its Share of Travel
and Entertainment Market." Hotei/Motel Insider Newsletter,
P. 1.

necessity

os
iis
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Research done by Lodging

while
lion's the
share
travel
of

t

used for pleasure travel
mostly
are
cards
found that bank

entertainment
business
and
people. Resort

properties, for

example, report frequent use of bank owds,50
The following are Laventhol and Horwath's findings
i

s

of credit

cards hotels

At in Center

i

credit were 50.6
percent of total
sales,

At airport hotels
credit
42.6 percent
sales sles,
of total
At suburban
hotels credit
were 48.9 percent

of

ctotal

highway -At hotels percent
were 48.2 of total sales,
resort - At

sales,

credit hotels were 32.2 percent
of total sales,51

These

sales

are
it

higher card charges. The
center

hotel
occupancy
findings
and
When

room
it

sales
rcte--usually
card total sales and the money
i beinr-r delayed
by the card

might be a
companies (travel and entertainment) there
hotels
resultant problem

This is impor.
at
the
igher
50,,Credit Card: Changing the Way You Do Business."
of the
city--the
i

cash flow.

!

July 1977v p.
42.
large
portion of-hotel being

t

credit

to t
s

4

follows.-M
operation*
as
day
is that
The Laventhol and Horwath study indicates
the
sales
city
every
for
total
to
needed
commission
money
regards
card
the
in
to
credittant benter
of Hotels
ratio
in
of
total
Hotels
sales,
total sales,
i

Hotels in suburban areas.
total sales,

1#3 percent of

total sales,
Resort hotels - 1.3 percent of total sales,52
These percentages when compared to a U.S. hotel's
Hotels alongsideofhighway
1,2 percent
of show that
average net income of income
7-15 percent
total
sales,
credit card service commissions can be a very meaningful
amount of money,
fees

lower

taken away from hotel's net earning,

These

hotels
net icome

to the net
credit

also create problems which were

Eliminating

the acceptance

i

of might increase
slightlyt
hn
ib

i

solved by the credit card phenomenon,
Or, as a Lodging Hospitality magazine states,,,
Clearly credit
become indispensable allies
to the lodging operator and
they are likely to cont nue
to grow in importance.
Ibidop P9 6,
531M

Card-Changing the Way You Do Business,"
July
!

!

a
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Restaurant and Credit Cards
1

Usually, the higher the restaurant menu prices the
more likely it accepts payment by credit cards,
It follows that fast food establishments don't
accept them because they work on high volume sales, fueled
by low tickets and rapid customer turnover.
Coffee shops and family restaurants usually don't
exceptions

accept
plastic
money
have

either,

cocktail

but

there
are

some
whichDenny's.
I Familysuchrestaurants
numbers of travelers tend to honor charge cards, especially
as creditand
thatcoffee
shops near
accept
travel and entertainment cards, i
cards ham
oia
r
for their operations.
and build ahigher ticket base
business
Traditional
major establishments

credit restaurant owners
voice objections to the '1-e- ,a
of the use o
credit cards at their establishment and their reasons why.
Geor7e
i

white voices
in Houston, opposition.,,,Not to the principle
the credit card system
but t
which our industry..
, Diners who
use the credit card in i
"Cash 5 Versus Credit: The Bargain Battle in Credit Cards
Restaurant Business,

42

of cash should pay
for this service
not the restaurateur,
Where else in the
economic world does
the creditor pay the
debtor
,,

is
system

unfair to cash cus- present
The

caught being complain between

Other restaurateurs complain about

especially

They

high food costs and charge card fees.

and
of the travel
payment
slow
and
charzes
entertainment Atlanta
credit about the high
restaurateur Bruce
Bozzi, owner

of the Palm in

claims

ew York
to have
thought
enertai and

we haven
e t
had the
Ruts to do i
...If
American Express fees will
"ut

suggest be raised I'll probably that cus 9 mers use

the other cards.
Other restaurateurs like
t

R

1

issues
the credit
card
"It's a way
of life
today; sure, you pay a
fee, but what they fail
to realize is that a lot
of business is there bethey are serving

56"Top

as

Wall Street Journal, Auprjist 6, 1981,
credit think

t

get that terribly
upset about the perThey have
just got to build that
their
into
operation
e

treat anditoverhead
like expenses,
adver.
ment or anything
else,
doing
do
or entertaintisinR of
a cost «Cards
business
Its
..
definitely
increase
your check average,
A
person who goes into a
restaurant with a card
has no worries
going that
he is over the
amount of money
i
i
pocket. The card
gives i the freedom of
mind to order what he
r,7

.ants.".,,

Another positive position is taken by Nick Sacharewick,
owner

i

s

i

o,

where averages $15 dollars.

" o

that

_e

with the 1 ticket

level,
spending
A study done by the people
National
are cards.,,58Restaurant Association
in 1974 has shown that.credit creased
Credit years

With income level,

old segment,

Use of educated
credit cards is also
better
respondents.
57"
Canadian
Hote .,

4

ghest among

...and What They Can Do for Your Business."
P. 37.

59"Cash Versus

'

Bargain

i

Credit Restaurant.,Businesst J®_

4

findings

These companies
card more highly
edueated, and
earn more money
than customers

that

don't pay with credit cards.
difference The

discount by the
bank cards and the travel
and enterc
and
taurant
the is so big
p that one
of the executives
delivered
of a large
restaurant chain notes in a Restaurant Business magazine interthat

specialty his chain of

policy

credit

The

entertainment

companies the disadvantage
they represent to narrow profi

industry.

businesses

travel and entertainment card members are more affluent and
thus, more prone to eat out,

When

t

they spend more than either bank card or cash paying customers,
A Carte Blanche

iv

notes:

Our surveys show that
most men use a travel and
entertainment card to pay
and entravel
for their
cluding
dining
cards at
they have bank
home in
use
their
for
their local shopping.
601bid.1 p. 82.
o

84*
of only accepting bank travel mentioned above, 6o
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According

American Express,

the leading travel and

twice entertainment card issuer, its cardholders eat in restaurants
an average of four and a half times in a two week period.
This that
is
three times
for cash
customers,
Business meals, which account for two thirds of the
meals eaten out by American Express card members,
times more frequent among

are three

g

de

gam

with cash. 62
and six times greater than those who pay
It seems that restaurant operators are aware of both
the advantages and disadvantages of the credit card and
most of them have chosen to give the customer the option to
charge his meal.

chain Aspokesman for Longchamp Steak aB_
about 15 to
17 percent While only
our business
comes from credit cards,
i
represents a substantial
amount of money.
Customers
wants that
ichoice and
ar 93
willing to give it to we
them.
Until 1974, cash discounts were prohibited
Credit com anies. But the illing
discounts

It seems that the trend to attract customers to
cash by using the cash discount is not favored by most res621bid., p. 84.
63"
Here to
Stay."

Restaurant
restaurants to offerSeptember
5percent1974,
customers,
P.172.
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0

Restaurant Business magazine has found that most of the
restaurants that were interviewed did not use the cash discount,
Some, like a major
chain ing apremium of one
check

to three percent on the customer
guest

i

forbidden

will be

This extra charge

was considered Board,
which ruled

that any amo

a financial charge.

that accept credit cards should establish a minimum check
average so that the higher tickets he collects would comAnother restaurant executive suggested that restaurants
credit
64
pays,
he
rate
discount
the
pensate for
It seems that still many restaurants are delba"Ging
whetherRestaurant
or not theyBusiness
should accept
magazine claims that
chances are
that if your average check is high enough, a substantial
percentage (12-50 percent) of your customers will wish to pay
with credit,
"You may not lose long time customers by insisting on
ers

cash, but you won't win friends and influence card
either,,,65
A similar view, more aggressive and

v :LL

a

64"Cash Versus Credit.* The Bargain Battle in Credit
Cards! Restaurant Business, January 1976, po 82#
65tt
Money Here to Stay," Restaurant Business,
203.
September
i1

!

s

MarketjpZ

,...

Service
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Food
in
Horwath,
oriented is
heard by Robert T. Patterson, a partner in
and
article
his
Magazine,
Laventhol
In
Patterson claims that in a restaurant with one million
.

dollars sales,

35 percent of sale or $350,000 dollars are

credit card charges.

(Based on the findings that in California

35 percent of total dinner house revenues are credit card
sales),

The average fee

credit card companies is.

1

$13,125 dollars, or 3.35 percent of each dollar of credit
card sales.
The operators belief, typically, is that if he stopped
accepting credit cards he would add more than $13,000 dollars
to his profit.

He assumes, however, that all his customers

credit who used

then pay cash or that his res-

taurant
replace disgruntled

Mr. Patterson

lindicates

neither savings appens,
the $13,125 dollars wb
l
that the true variable cost

dollar associated with $1.00
usually around
cents.
sixty arrived
This
page) .

is

figure is follows.*
(See following
at as
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Variable Cost Per
Dollar of Sale
Cost of Sales

0036

Variable Portion of Labor

0,010

Direct Operating Expenses

0*05

Percentage Rent

oo6

Variable Portion
Total Variable

Mo

The loss profit in this case is forty cents for each
dollar.
decline
completely

ingsThe are:
negate the
sales
-;1_ ,125
which
dollars
(Sales decline
which would
have
to
offset credit
c
would
$320812
13.125
i

4

a

Thus, if sales decline more than 3.3 percent, the
restaurant profit will decline.
percent

Thus , if

one credit card user in ten takes his

business elsewhere,

ie
_

will lose money.

of the
portion expense
are an excellent
and bills
card receipts
aconsiderable
credit
that
people
are
from business people Chances
card sales coming

report
cards,
record*

business

In the example, 3.3 of card holder sales,

credit

Generally,

a business meal for three or four people

will cost more than the host or hostess has on hand.

If

there is a choice between two good restaurants, one of which
accepts credit cards and one which doesn't, the former will
more likely be chosen.
addition,

there are likely to be diners who do not

carry large amounts of cash and would be embarrassed if inof a meal that the restaurant no longer
honors credit cards.

Being embarrassed in an establishment

almost certainly will discourage further patronage.
When a restaurant doesn't accept credit cards there
is a pressure to establish a house charge.

Basically, it is
In general,,

the operator's own account receivable function,

operators are not well enough organized to handle such a
responsibility.

Losses from bad. debt and poor bookkeeping

often prove to be high, 66
The advantages and disadvantages of the credit card
have put restaurateurs in a Catch-22 situation.
credit cards may prove to be an unwelcome expense, but not
accepting
them may result in losing a significant number of
customers,

The

f
alternative

66
pp, 44-45*

hopes to be able
to offer inimize
maximize the advantages
and disad

®.

?", Food Service

i

!
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SECTION III
THE DATA AND THE TREATMENT OF THE DATA

THE DATA

data,

AND THE TREATMENT OF THE DATA

primary

one
is of

Data
of this

research

data
The
The nature of this type of

kind,

The

is given below.

t

primary
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The Location of the Data
The data

r

Miami Operators in Beach.
The Means of Obtaining
The
restaurant

The

t

operators

i

Miami The

t

of the Data

responses interview will be analyzed in order to

understand restaurant operators reasoning
f

attitude.

a solution to the current situation will be suggested

based on the researcher's analysis of the operators responses,

SECTION IV
THE SURVEY BACKGROUND

BACKGROUND
suyTHE
SURVEY
The purpose of the study was threefold:
1.

To determine restaurant operators attitudes
towards the use of credit cards at their
restaurants.

2.

To find out the reasons for their attitudes.

3.

To determine a method that will help them
solve the problems of credit card usage,
if a problem is,

The population list

in fact, discovered.

from which the sample restaurants

were drawn was compiled by going through the restaurant
section of the Miami telephone book's yellow pages and
extracting all restaurants located within the physical
boundaries of Miami Beach.
This list was then cross referenced with the restaurants listed in the Licensing Department at the Miami
Beach City Hall,
restaurants.

Toether this produced a list of 295

From this list

73 restaurants were found to

have more than 100 seats.
Of those restaurants that were contacted, approxi.

mately 55 percent were eliminated from the study because
they did not meet one of the two criteria for admissi-

bility; either they were not free standing operations or
they did not accept both types of credit cards (bank cards

and travel and entertainment cards).
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The resulting popu.
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lation of this study was 33 restaurants.
The primary difficulty faced by the researcher
in obtaining the sample was getting through to the res-

taurant operators without knowing their names,

Often

times a maitre' d or the waiter answering the telephone
refused to assist the researcher in making contact.
When contact was made,

most operators objected

to the financial nature of some questions and consequently
would not answer them.
In these cases, additional questions were asked
in such a way as to obtain the closest answer without the
operator feeling as though he had divulged confidential
information.

Assuring the operators anonymity and of the fact
that the survey was not directed toward assessing their
financial position were other measures taken which en-

couraged operators participation.
At the end of fourteen days survey period, a
total of 17 completed surveys had been obtained.
The final selection process became one o
nity, but it

opportu-

is the belief of the researcher that it

can

logically be concluded that the sample is adequate in
size and representativeness to meet the needs of the study,
It

should be noted that most of the personal

interviews with the oerators were prearranged by telephone
calls,

Three operators preferred to answer the questions

on the telephone, and were obliged,
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Some of the questions were designed for yes or no
answers, and some offered other alternatives.
One question was designed to give the operator an

opportunity to explain in their own words their reasons
for their answer to the previous question.

In order to assure the effectiveness of the
questionnaire design, the opinion of a fellow student in

the School of Business at Florida International University
and a restaurant operator were sought.

One revision was

made and the survey was then pretested on two respondents.

SECTION V
SURVEY QUESTIONS AND ANE

SURVEY QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
1.

2.

What kind of credit cards do you accept at your
restaurant?
Master card

100%

VISA

100%

American Express

88,2%

Diner's Club

58,8%

Carte Blanche

58,8%

What is the discount rate charged to your restaurant
by VISA or Master card?

2-3 percents

-

3-4 percents
3.

4.

52.9%

What is the discount rate charged to your restaurant
by American Express, Diner's Club or Carte Blanche?
4-5 percents

29.5%

5-6 percents

41.0%

6-7 percents

29,5%

How long does it take for American Express, Diner's
Club or Carte Blanche to reimburse you for your
credit card customer charges?

5 days

11.8%

6 days

23.5%

7 days

23.5%

8-12 days or more
5.

47,1%

41,1%

Do you think that your every day operation is being
hurt because of the period of time it takes you to
collect your money from the credit card companies?
No

-

23.5%

Yes

-

76.5%
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6.

If yes,

in what way?

Need for the money to pay employees, pay for
supplies and other daily operating expenses:

61.5%
No comment

38.5%

7, Of your total sales, what percentage are credit card
sales?
Twenty-five percent of total sales

35,3%

Thirty-five percent of total sales

11,8%

Forty-five percent of total sales

11.8%

No answer

41.1%

8. Do you think that credit cards

...

(check all applicable

answers) :
-

Bring more clients

41.1%

-

Increase your sales

23.5%

-

Decrease your profit

76.5%

-

Have a negative effect

70.5%

on your cash flow

- Cause extra paper work
-

Present problems of forgery

66.6%
11,7%

9. Do you consider the acceptance of credit cards at
your restaurant a burden to your operation?
Yes

58.8%

No

23.5%

No Answers

17.7%

10. Would you consider employing measures to encourage
your customers to pay cash?
Yes

46.15%

No

15.40%

Don't Know

38.45%
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11.

Would you consider:
-

Giving cash discounts for cash paying
customers

-

Offering complimentary drinks to cash
paying customers

-

-

0%

Joining a bank plan that offers cash
paying customers a discount

81.8%

Doing nothing

18,2%

SECTION VI
THE INTERPRETATION OF THE SURVEY FINDINGS
AND

RECOMMENDATION

THE INTERPRETATION OF THE SURVEY FINDINGS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The first

hypothesis is that restaurant operators

don't like the use of credit cards at their establishments,
especially the travel and entertainment credit cards,

Questions number five and nine, which try to
evaluate the operators attitudes,

indicate that most

operators don't like the use of credit cards at their
establishment.
Of the operators questioned,

76.5% thought that their

restaurants are being hurt because of the time it

takes them

to collect the money from the travel and entertainment
credit card companies.
The researcher observed that the longer it
the restaurant operator to collect his money,
alienated the operator becomes,

takes

the more

and the more negative his

attitude.
Of the operators questioned,

58,8% considered the

acceptance of credit cards at their restaurant as burdens,
while 17,7% did not answer the question,
The researcher presumes that the majority of those
that chose not to answer also feel negative about the
use of credit cards in their restaurants.
When restaurant operators need for cash flow cause
him to be concerned with the period of time it

takes to

be reimbursed by the card company, his attitude toward
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credit use becomes more negative.

But the lower percentage

of unsatisfied operators indicated in question number 9
can be contributed to the fact that the bank cards are
reimbursing the money the next day it

was deposited to the

bank, and that seemingly decreased the operators dissatisfaction.
It

is important to note that the survey was done

in January, which is the busy season for Miami Beach restaurants.

When restaurants are busy their food and beverage
inventory turnover is high, and their number of employees
increase

a higher cash

other expenses also increase,, an

flow is needed for every day operations.
The second hypothesis is that restaurant operators
don't like the use of credit cards because of the negative
effect on their business cash flow and profits.
The answers to question number 8 supports the
second hypothesis.

Of the operators questioned, 76,5%

claimed that credit cards decrease their profit, and 70.5%
see the credit card as having a negative effect on their
cash flow,
When asked in question number 6, how it
them,

effects

the researcher learned that there is a big need

for cash in the every day operations of these restaurants.
Of the operators interviewed, 61.5% claimed the money was
badly needed to pay for food and beverage payroll and
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other expenses.
The high

centage or credit cards sales to total

35%, 45%) means a decreased cash flow which

sales (25%,

can result in a financial burden to the operators.
The researcher noticed that the operators attitudes

became more negative when the portion or credit cards sales
to total sales was higher, and the period of collection
was longer.
Of the operators questioned,

41.1% stated it

takes

the travel and entertainment card companies eight to twelve
days to reimburse their money, and some claimed that sometimes it

takes even more.
The effect of the "missing money"

is felt

by the

operators.
When questioned, 41.1% of the restaurant operators
stated that the acceptance of credit cards increase their
clientele, but only 23.5% claim that it

increases their

sales.
It

seems that the popularity held negative attitudes

of the operators toward credit cards causes them to see only
some of the results of accepting credit cards,

They are

aware of the decrease in their profits, due to the high
discount rates charge

them by the credit card companies.

The percent of oerators who claimed that the
credit cards decreased their profits was ?6.5%; while
only 23.5% claimed that the acceptance of credit cards

their62
causes their sales to increase.

A careful look at these answers show that 23.5% of
the operators are satisfied with the acceptance of credit
cards.

They see it

as no danger to their operation.

These operators accept the extra cost of the credit cards
as an overhead expense and do not consider the length of
reimbursement time as that much of an inconvenience.
Based on informal talks with the satisfied operators
it

appears that their operations are geared toward the idea

of increasing sales and profits by serving more customers,

They realize (mayb

what the other do not) that the cost

of credit cards will decline, as credit cards bring them
more clients.
Even though most of the operators realize the
increase in sales due to the acceptance of credit cards,

the decrease in profits brought on by the discount rate
causes their overall attitude to be negative.
Another major-claim which was made by 66.6% of
the operators is that the credit card caused them extra
per work.

Operating a restaurant is a very demanding

and time consuming business, and the operators feel that
the time they or their employees have to put into the
credit card paper work costs them time and money, which
are scarce anyway.
One of the credit card problems that face merchants
is the inevitable mistaken acceptance of some

orged or

survey63
unauthorized cards.
The survey shows that this was not seen as a major
problem for the majority of surveyed operators; only
11.7% brought up this claim and this is an insignificant
percentage,
Although most of the operators have no problem with
forged credit cards,

some of them mentioned being incon-

venienced by the time it

takes to obtain authorization for

the amount of the charge
Although the vast number of the operators were
negative in their feelings towards the use of credit cards
at their restaurants,

they accept credit cards none the

less, and do not intend to cancel their acceptance.
With all

the resentment towards the credit card,

the operators still

appear to realize that because of the

high percentage of credit card sales to total sales,
canceling the acceptance of credit cards might have a
worse effect on their business and overall profit.
Most of the operators showed negative attitudes
toward the credit cards and preferred cash sales, although
no real action was taken to encourage credit card paying
customers to pay with cash.
Of the operators questioned, 46,15% like the idea
of encouraging customers to pay cash; 15.4% objected to
the idea and 38.45% hadn't given much thought to the idea
until

they were asked by the researcher,
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The number of operators interested in offering
substitutes to the use of credit cards without canceling

their acceptance grew when the operators were informed of
practical ideas.

Of the operators interviewed, 36,4% stated they
would consider offering cash discounts for cash paying
customers,
consider it,

In fact, most of this 36.4% would not only
but were enthusiastic about the idea,

Others

have mentioned that they have heard about these discounts
but as yet were not willing

to try them.

None of the operators were willing to offer
complimentary drinks to cash paying customers.
that the only people that will enjoy it
who intend to pay with cash anyway.

They claim

are the customers

The believe that this

benefit would not induce the credit card customers to pay
cash, and the restaurants will be the ones to lose.
A very high percentage of the operators (81.8%)

were

enthusiastic about the possibility of joining a bank plan
such as Saving Plus,

once the idea had been explained to

them.
Still,

it

was discovered that restaurant operators

who do not like the use of credit cards because of the
reasons previously mentioned, are doing nothing to try
and eliminate any of the problems,

Keeping up with every

day operations and realizing that credit card usage is a
way of life

today, are two reasons that the operators
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are not addressing the problem.

The high percentage of operators who were enthusiastic about the bank cash discount plan indicates that
they are likely to listen to, and cooperate with, anyone
who offers a solution.
In the researcher's opinion, in order to encourage
customers to use cash instead of credit cards,

there

should be a plan created which will involve banks, hotels,
and restaurants.
The restaurants in Miami Beach are locked in a
very special situation,
as well as a tourist

Miami Beach is a residential area

estination,

The Savings Plus program, which works on cooperation
between the banks and restaurants,

might not be well suited

to Miami Beach alone.
A high percentage of patrons don't reside in the
area and the short period of time that tourists are in
Miami Beach does not favor their opening any type of bank
account.
The future program should try to accommodate both
residents and tourists, and therefore, makes cooperation

between the bank, hotels, and restaurants vital.
The plan can include broader segments of businesses
on Miami Beach in order to be more popular, or accepted,
with the different clientele.
The basic idea of Savings Plus is to encourage
resident customers to open a savings account with the
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The bank will sell and market the idea

sponsoring bank,
to the community.

The restaurants will charge the customers a full
price for their meal,

but a portion of the payment will

be deducted by the restaurant operator and deposited into
the customer's saving account.

This will give the res-

taurant the advantages of having the money immediately
and being able to hold on to the deposit for up to a month
before depositing it

in the customer's account.

When dealing with tourists another dimension is
needed,

and that is the hotels as the branch to market and

sell the idea.

Traveling guests are accustomed to using

their credit cards wherever they stay,
The opportunity to get a discount by using a coupon

that will be available for sale at their hotel, together
with a list

of recommended restaurants,

will encourage

the tourists to buy the coupon and use it
payment.

as part of their

Tourists usually seek the recommendations of

interesting places,

including restaurants.

A coupon with restaurant names that offer a discount
will encourage them to patronize the places,

When the

guest is entitled to a cash discount he will make a partial
payment with the coupon and the remainder will be made in
cash.
The hotels will

deliver the money from the coupon

sales, less their commission, to the bank.

The bank will,

in turn, deliver the money for the coupon to the restaurant
at the time of the coupon deposit by the restaurant.

their involvement,

For

the banks will profit by securing the

accounts of the participating restaurants.
The plan will enhance the cash supply of the
restaurants and will attract more customers because of the

marketing done by the banks and the hotels,
number of clientele will

A large

come because of the discount rate

and this volume will make up for the discount rate and
the commission.
The same argument cannot be used in favor of the
credit cards because some of its

particular restaurant even if

holders will

come to a

credit cards aren't accepted.

The "discount customers" are coming mostly because of the
plan.
In conclusion, it

is important to note that in

order to get this plan working the involved restaurants
should organize and work in cooperation with the bank and
hotels in the area,
This pla
the restaurants,
in the long run.

can result in less credit card usage in
an improved cash flow, and higher profits

SECTION VII
CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION
In view of these findings the researcher concludes
that restaurant operators in Miami Beach do not like the use
of credit cards at their restaurants.
Further, the restaurant operators do not like it because
of the negative effect on the restaurant's cash flow, the
reduction of profits and the excess paper work credit card
usage causes.

In considering hypothesis two the researcher

has found that the operators are not doing anything to prevent
these negative effects.

Their reasoning being that they are

too busy with every day operation and do not think they can do
anything to change the present system.
The obvious solution cancelling the acceptance of credit
cards at their restaurants is unheard of.

Although they express

negative feeling toward the credit cards.

Minimizing the credit

card advantages and maximizing its disadvantages they realize
the overall importance of accepting credit cards in their
restaurants.

They are aware to the customers that wouldn't

have come unless being given the opportunity to pay by credit
card, and by that decreasing the existing level of sales for
their restaurant,
They know from others and their own experience that credit
card customers are bigger spenders than cash customers and they
would like to have more bigger spenders coming to their restaurant.
Regardless the method of payment they are using.
The operators are willing to get along with the negative
results of the credit cards acceptance and their own negative
feelings as long as they realize that credit cards bring more
customers to the restaurants while not accepting credit cards
will decline the sales at their establishment .
The solution to the credit card problem will not be
cancelling their acceptance but a cohesive

program between

banks, hotels and the invol ved restaurants designed to encourage
customers to pay by cash while still accepting credit cards at
these restaurants.
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The problem stands a chance of being solved only if the
people who see it
as a problem take the initiative
to solve it.
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THE QUALIFICATIONS OF THE RESEARCHER
YaIr Eldar was born In Tel Aviv,

Israel,

on May 23,

1955, and lived there until 1979 when he came to study in
the United States,

While in Israel he received a Bachelor

of Arts in Political Science in Tel Aviv University,
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at Florida International
both
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In
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Florida, He will complete the requirements for his Masters
of Science in Hospitality Management in April of 1984.
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national
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management
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SECTION X
APPENDIX

SURVEY
1.

What kind of credit cards do you accept at your

restaurant?

Master Card, VISA, American Express, Diner's Club,
Carte Blanche.
2.

What is the discount rate charged to your restaurant
by VISA or Master Card?

2-3 percent
3-4 percent
3.

What is the discount rate charged to your restaurant

by American Express, Diner's Club or Carte Blanche?

4-5 percent
5-6 percent
6-7 percent
4.

How long does it

take for American Express, Diner's

Club or Carte Blanche to reimburse you four your
credit card customer charges?

5 days
6 days
7 days
8-12'days or more

5,

Do you think that your every day operation is being
hurt because of the period of time it takes you to
collect your money from the credit card companies?

No
Yes
yes,

in what way?

6.

If

7,

Of your total sales, what percentage are credit
card sales?
Twenty-five percent of total sales
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Thirty-five percent of total sales
Forty-five percent of total sales
Other
8.

Do you think that credit cards.....(check all
answers)

applicable

-Bring more clients
-Increase your sales

-Decrease your profit
-Have a negative effect on your cash flow
-Cause extra paper work
-Present problems of forgery
9.

Do you consider the acceptance of credit cards at your
restaurant a burden to your operation?
Yes
No

10.

Would you consider employing measures to encourage
your customers to pay cash?
Yes

No
11.

Would you consider:
-Giving cash discounts for cash paying customers
-Offering complimentary drinks to cash payin

customers

-Joining a
nk plan taht offers cash paying
customers a discount
-Doing nothing

